CONTRACT
EDT 212: Early Childhood Theory and Practice

I __________________________________ agree to complete the following for the grade of____

- Theorist Report/Presentation (group) 10 pts. (required)____
- Lesson Plan – learning center (required) 10 pts. (required) ____
- Assessment – anecdotal and running record (required) 10 pts.____
- Quizzes 2 pts x 8 quizzes =16 pts. (required) ______
- Final (required) 10 pts. ______

Journal – eight entries for a total of 8 pts. ______( all journals must be submitted to obtain points)

Environment Evaluation 15 pts.______(maximum 1)

Extended Reading 8 pts. X ______ = ______ (maximum of 2 outside readings.)

Self-Designed 5 - 15pts. X_______ = _________(maximum of 3)

Descriptions:

Video Review 5 pts x ______ = ________(maximum of 2)

Research Paper 15 pts. ______( maximum of 1)

Family Resources 8pts. ______ = ______(maximum of 2)

Curriculum review 10 pts._______(maximum of 1)

- Participation/Attendance 10 pts. ________(required)

Points are negotiable. If you feel one item/activity is more valuable consult with the instructor. Any other ideas for credit will be considered.

Signed by Student_________________________ Signed by Instructor _________________

• Required elements for this course are indicated by a bullet. Required projects/activities are to be completed to earn an A when added together with other points earned.

I have reviewed my points and I am in agreement with the results.

Signed by Student___________________________ Date________________